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THE NEXT FRONTIER IN
ENGINEERING RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
• First 50 years of the 21st century will be dominated by advances in methods and
tools for the synthesis, implementation and operation of complex engineered
systems to meet specifications in an adaptive, safe, (semi-) autonomous way

• Evident from the areas emphasized by governments, industry and funding
agencies world-wide:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

energy and smart grids
biotechnology
systems biology
nanotechnology
the new Internet and IoT
collaborative robotics
software critical systems
homeland security
custom materials design
systems healthcare
network science
smart enterprises

– environment and sustainability
– intelligent buildings and cars
– precision health care
– pharmaceutical manufacturing
– broadband wireless networks – 5G
– sensor networks
– smart transportation systems
– security-trust-privacy-authentication
– cyber-physical systems
– web-based social and economic networks
– human - machine collaboration
– neuromorphic AI
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AKA

The Next Wonder – MBSE and MBE:
from ideas to
“making things and services”
Now we need to integrate with
Data-based methods (ML, AI)

The Two Faces of Information
Technology in Engineering
(Baras -- 2003 White Symposium)

Conventor MEMS design tools

Cadence design tools

digital car

Embedded systems design tools

personal appliances

smart buildings
CMOS camera
CMOS
Camera

smart pill-artificial muscle

Ubiquitous presence of IT
components as “building blocks”

Increasing use of “system level”
design and manufacturing CAD tools

From IT abstractions to “hardware”
(Baras -- 2003 White Symposium)
From DNA
‘programs’ to
living organisms

From CAD schematics to chips

From IT abstractions to “hardware”
(Baras -- 2003 White Symposium)

Why IT? Why the Two Faces?
(Baras -- 2003 White Symposium)

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

A means for interfacing
heterogeneous components
and controlling complexity
Embedded software and systems

Micro-sensors, micromotors,
MEMS
Manufacturing ‘ahead’ of
design; design verification
Development and use of formal
models and methods
Microarrays, metabolic pathways,
systems biology
Signaling and communication
Languages for hardware, cells, ….
(XML, UML, DCL, SBML)
Learning from biology
(integration)

Challenges: A Glimpse into the
Future (Baras -- 2003 White Symposium)
•

•
Computing over new physical domains
(quantum, organic, biological)

•
•
•

from abacus to qubits
entanglement
nuclear spin, electron spin
photon polarization, ion trap

•

Send a program over a network and at the other end receive hardware

•

Communicating minds

•

Swarm intelligence

RESEARCH

•

At the interface of
- nano - info

•

Self - assembled systems

bio

EDUCATION

•

Teach holistic engineering

What has happened
since then?
• Design and manufacturing from Boeing 777
aircraft to Boeing 787 aircraft …
• Humans become integral part of systems -iPhone, …
• Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) …
• Social networks over the Web mushroomed …
• Economic networks over the Web mushroomed …
• Renewable energy, smart grid …
• Individual human genome generation becomes
fast, inexpensive …
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What has happened
more recently?
• Multisensory environmental monitoring
spreads…
• Autonomous and connected cars designed
and tested …
• Cloud Computing, “Big Data”, …
• Health information technology spreads …
• Internet of Things, Industrie 4.0, Industrial
Internet
• First “printed” car …
• “Crowd sourcing” and manufacturing …
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Boeing’s Seventh Wonder
(IEEE Spectrum, 1995 October)
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BOEING 787: CLEANER, QUIETER,
MORE EFFICIENT

Boeing
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iPhone -- Smartphone

A remarkably
innovative
systems
integration
Attention to
the user
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Future “Smart” Homes and Cities
• UI for “Everything”
– Devices with Computing Capabilities & Interfaces

• Network Communication
– Devices Connected to Home Network

• Media: Physical to Digital
– MP3, Netflix, Kindle eBooks, Flickr Photos

• Smart Phones
– Universal Controller in a Smart Home

• Smart Meters & Grids
– Demand/Response System for “Power Grid”

• Wireless Medical Devices
– Portable & Wireless for Real-Time Monitoring
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Wireless and Networked Embedded
Systems: Ubiquitous Presence
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CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
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The Challenge and the Need
• Complexity of systems is increasing rapidly:
heterogeneous physics, cyber components, humans
• Need methodology and tool suite to model systems,
perform tradeoffs for design space exploration
• Answer “what if?” “what is the impact if?”
• Address whole systems engineering life cycle: design,
manufacturing/implementation, operations, policies
• Must allow easy integration with domain specific tools
• Must be easy to learn and use
• Must allow analysis and answers at various levels (from
high level management to low level engineering)
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MBSE Fundamental Challenges
Our research identified the following fundamental challenges for
the modeling, design, synthesis, manufacturing, operation, of
complex systems:
 Framework for developing cross-domain integrated modeling
hubs for CPS;
 Framework for linking these integrated modeling hubs with
tradeoff analysis methods and tools for design space exploration;
 Framework of linking these integrated synthesis environments with
databases of modular component and process (manufacturing)
models, backwards compatible with legacy systems;
 Framework for translating textual requirements to mathematical
representations as constraints, rules, metrics involving both logical
and numerical variables, allocation of specifications to
components, to enable automatic traceability and verification.
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Virtual Engineering Everywhere
Multi-Physics models
Helping over 30 different teams and skills in
the company work together
Linking over 40 different EE design
representations throughout the entire
development process
Ensuring that the EE design flow is integrated
at the same level of quality and
performance as the 3D CAD system
Model based design and executable
specification in the OEM/supplier chain

Albert Benveniste -- INRIA
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Model Integration Challenge: Physics
Heterogeneity of Physics

Electrical
Domain

Mechanical
Domain

Hydraulic
Domain

Thermal
Domain

Theories,
Dynamics,
Tools

Theories,
Dynamics,
Tools

Theories,
Dynamics,
Tools

Theories,
Dynamics,
Tools

Physical components are involved in multiple physical interactions (multi-physics)
Challenge: How to compose multi-models for heterogeneous physical components
Janos Sztipanovits – Vanderbilt Un.
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Model Integration Challenge:
Abstraction Layers
Plant Dynamics
Models

Controller
Models

Heterogeneity of Abstractions

Physical design

Software
Architecture
Models

Software
Component
Code

Software design

System
Architecture
Models

Resource
Management
Models

System/Platform Design

Dynamics: B (t ) =  p ( B1 (t ),..., B j (t ))
• Properties: stability, safety, performance
• Abstractions: continuous time, functions,
signals, flows,…

B (i ) =  c ( B1 (i ),..., Bk (i ))
Software :
• Properties: deadlock, invariants,
security,…
• Abstractions: logical-time, concurrency,
atomicity, ideal communication,..

B (t j ) =  p ( B1 (ti ),..., Bk (ti ))
Systems :
• Properties: timing, power, security, fault
tolerance
• Abstractions: discrete-time, delays,
resources, scheduling,

Cyber-physical components are modeled using multiple abstraction layers
Challenge: How to compose abstraction layers in heterogeneous CPS components?
Janos Sztipanovits – Vanderbilt Un.
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MODEL-BASED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (MBSE)
PROCESS
THE NEED: Integrated System Synthesis Methods
& Software Tool Suites missing

UML - SysML - GME - eMFLON
ANSYS Model Center
Rapsody
UPPAAL
Artist Tools
MATLAB, MAPLE
Modelica / Dymola
CONSOL-OPTCAD
IBM CPLEX ILOG Optimization Studio
GUROBI
SIEMENS PLM, NX, TEAM CENTER

Iterate to Find a Feasible Solution / Change as needed
Change structure/behavior model as needed

Define
Requirements
Effectiveness
Measures

Assess
Available
Information

Create
Behavior
Model

Create
Structure
Model

MBSE process steps and
software tools

Map behavior
onto structure
Allocate
Requirements

Generate derivative
requirements and metrics

Specifications
Perform
Trade-Off
Analysis

Create
Sequential
build &
Test Plan

Apply this to: Design,
Manufacturing, Operations
and Management
TO THE WHOLE LIFE-CYCLE
 MBE
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FOUR PILLARS OF SYSML
1. Structure

2. Behavior

sd ABS_ActivationSequence [Sequence Diagram]

interaction

stm TireTraction [State Diagram]
m1:Brake
d1:Traction
Modulator
Detector
LossOfTraction

detTrkLos()Gripping

sendSignal()

state
machine
Slipping

activity/
function

RegainTraction

modBrkFrc(traction_signal:boolean)
modBrkFrc()

definition

use
sendAck()

3. Requirements

4. Parametrics
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SysML Taxonomy
System
Architecture

OMG 2010

Tradeoff
Tools
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Using System Architecture Model
as an Integration Framework
Security and Trust
Models and
Analytics

System
Architecture Model

Analysis Models
U(s )

G (s )

Cost Models
Financial Analytics

Human Behavior
Models

Verification Models



Req’ts Allocation &
Design Integration
Hardware Models
S

SET

R

CLR

Market Models and
Analytics

Software Models

Q
Q
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A Rigorous Framework for
Model-based Systems Engineering
The Challenge & Need:
Develop scalable holistic methods, models and tools for
enterprise level system engineering
Multi-domain Model Integration
via System Architecture Model (SysML)

Update System
Model
ILOG SOLVER,
CPLEX, CONSOLOPTCAD

•
•
•
MBSE:
•
Three key components.

System Modeling Transformations

“ Master System Model”
Tradeoff parameters

ADD & INTEGRATE
DB of system
Multiple domain modeling tools
components
Tradeoff Tools (MCO & CP)
and models
Validation / Verification Tools
Databases and Libraries of annotated
component models from all disciplines

BENEFITS
• Broader Exploration
of the design space
• Modularity, re-use
• Increased flexibility,
adaptability, agility
• Engineering tools
allowing conceptual
design, leading to full
product models and
easy modifications
• Automated
validation/verification
APPLICATIONS
• Avionics
• Automotive
• Robotics
• Smart Buildings
• Power Grid
• Health care
• Telecomm and WSN
• Smart PDAs
• Smart Manufacturing
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Requirements Engineering
• How to represent requirements?
• Automata, Timed-Automata, Timed Petri-Nets
• Dependence-Influence graphs for traceability
• Set-valued systems, reachability, … for the continuous parts

• How to automatically allocate requirements to
components?
• How to automatically check requirements?
• Approach: Integrate contract-based design, model-checking,
automatic theorem proving

• How to integrate automatic and experimental verification?
• How to do V&V at various granularities and progressively
as the design proceeds – not at the end?
• The front-end challenge: Make it easy to the broad
engineering user?
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Smart Grids in a Network Immersed World

Courtesy: Rockwell
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Differences from Other Approaches
• Clear framework for integrating SysML with external tools

• Consol-Optcad can perform sophisticated trade-off studies
based on FSQP algorithm
• Allows interaction with the user while the optimization is in
process
• Consol-Optcad allows for design space exploration
• eMoflon Metamodeling tool-suite was used for the first time
for such an integration
29

SysML and Consol-Optcad Integration
Overview

Meta-modeling Layer
(Enterprise Architect + eMoflon, Eclipse development environment)

Integration Framework

Tool Adapter
Layer
(Middleware)

Tool Layer
(Magic Draw, Consol Optcad)
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IMH and Consol-Optcad Integration
Consol-Optcad
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Trade-off tool that performs multi-criteria optimization for continuous
variables (FSQP solver) – Extended to hybrid (continuous / integer)
Functional as well as non-functional objectives/constraints can be specified
Designer initially specifies good and bad values for each
objective/constraint based on experience and/or other inputs
Each objective/constraint value is scaled based on those good/bad values;
fact that effectively treats all objectives/constraints fairly
Designer has the flexibility to see results at every iteration (pcomb) and
allows for run-time changing of good/bad values

Fig. 1: Pcomb

Fig. 2: Example of a functional constraint
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Microgrid Problem Formulation
Objectives
N

Minimize Operational Cost: OM ($) =  K OM Pi ti
i =1

N

Pi tioperation

i =1

ni

Minimize Fuel Cost: FC ($) =  Ci
N

i

operation

M

Minimize Emissions: EC ($) =  ak ( EFik Pi tioperation / 1000)
i =1 i =1

Pi : power output of each generating unit
ti: time of operation during the day for the unit i
ni : efficiency of the generating unit i
N : number of generating units
M : number of elements considered in emissions objective
K OM i , Ci , ak , EFik : constants defined from existing tables
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Microgrid Problem Formulation
Constraints

t

•

Meet electricity demand : Pi  Demand (kW ) = 50  (0.6 sin( ) + 1.2)

•

Each power source should turn on and off only 2 times during the day

12
Functional constraint and shall be met for all values of the free parameter t

Constraints for correct operation of the generation unit
• Each generating unit should remain open for at least a period xi defined
by the specifications: ti _ off 1 − ti _ on1  xi and ti _ off 2 − ti _ on 2  xi , i = 1,2,...N
• Each generating unit should remain turned off for at least a period yi
defined by the specifications: ti _ on 2 − ti _ off 1  yi , i = 1,2,...N
The problem has a total of 15 design variables, 10 constraints and
3 objective functions
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Tradeoff Study in Consol-Optcad
Iteration 1 (Initial Stage)
✓Hard constraint not satisfied
✓

Functional Constraint
below the bad curve

✓

All other hard constraints
and objectives meet their
good values

✓

Usually the user does not
interact with the
optimization process until
all hard constraints are
satisfied
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Microgrid: Trade-off Study
Iteration 28 (User Interaction)
✓All hard constraints are satisfied
✓ Functional Constraint meets the
specified demand. Goes below
the good curve only for a small
period of time but as a soft
constraint is considered satisfied
✓All objectives are within limits
✓ Because at this stage we
generate a lot more power than
needed we decide to make the
constraints for fuel cost and
emissions tighter
✓ At this stage all designs are
feasible (FSQP solver)
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Trade-off Study in Consol-Optcad
Iteration 95 (Final Solution)
✓All hard constraints are satisfied
✓ All objectives are within the
new tighter limits
✓ Functional Constraint meets the
specified demand -- It never
goes below the bad curve
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Latest Vision and Collaborations
UMD: Integrated Modeling Hub
Power grids, Smart grids
Multi-domain Model Integration
via System Architecture Model (SysML)

System Modeling Transformations

MBSE Challenge & Need:
Develop scalable holistic methods,
models and tools for future grids
Real-time distributed dispatch
Distributed sensing and control
Architecture design and evaluation
ILOG SOLVER,
CPLEX, CONSOLOPTCAD
Multi-metric tradeoffs
Design/Operation space
Exploration
System model updates
Architecture exploration
Real-time user interaction

CMU: DyMonDS based Smart Grid in a Room Simulator
End-to-End Stable Optimal Dispatch
Concepts

Databases
Libraries of
system
components
and models
HU, UMD, NIST and Industry Testbeds
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Model Validation -- Composability

•
•
•
•
•
•

A model should never be accepted as a final true description
of the actual power system
Just a suitable “good enough” description of the system for
Specific aspects
Model validation: confidence, uncertainties, tolerances
Major challenge: Composition and uncertainty quantification
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Port-Hamiltonian Models
to the Rescue
Key ideas:
• Plant and controller – energy processing dynamical
systems
• Exploit the interconnection – control as interconnection
• Shape energy
• Modify dissipation
• Work across multiple physics
• Work for many performance metrics not just stability
• Automatic composability -- scalable
• Underlying math models for Modelica!
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Port-Hamiltonian Models:
Power Grids
• Power grid structure components: generators,
loads, buses, transmission lines, switch-gear, …
• Handle transient stability problem naturally
• Power network as graph
• Edges: generators, loads, transmission lines
• Nodes: Buses
• Reduced graph – transmission lines

40

Edge Dynamics

41

Port-Hamiltonian Models

❑ We have extended the concept to hybrid systems
❑ Port-Hamiltonian on hypergraphs
❑ Connections with Noether’s Theorem and Invariants – very
useful in optimization
❑ Very useful in Uncertainty quantification
42

Aircraft Vehicle Management System

UTRC
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VMS Problem Formulation
Objectives
M

Maximize serving of shedable loads:
M

Minimize Fuel Cost:

C
i =1

i



engine =1

N eng

( Pengine −  ( Load k _ non _ shedable + Load k _ shedable ))
k =1

Pi
ni
M

Minimize Procurement Cost:

2
P

n
 i i
i =1

Constraints

N

Meet demand for “normal flight configuration”: engine Pengine   Loadi _ non _ shedable
i =1

Pi : power output of each engine (design variable)
N : number of buses allocated to each engine
M: number of engines in the current configuration
ni : efficiency of engine i
Load i _ non _ shedable : constant - non-shedable load of bus i
Loadi _ shedable : constant - shedable load of bus i
Ci : constant - rate of consumption cost for each engine
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VMS Tradeoff Study
Iteration 1 (Initial Stage)
✓ Hard constraints are satisfied
✓ One out of three objectives
within limits

Iteration 16 (User Interaction)
✓ Objectives still not satisfied
✓ Very small improvement on the
worst objective function value
from 1st iteration
✓ We decide to make the utility
objective (maximize serving of
shedable loads) less tight
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Trade-off Study in Consol-Optcad
Iteration 29 (Final Solution)
✓ Hard constraints are satisfied
✓ All objectives within specified
limits

Results
✓ Values of the design variables
✓ Percentage of change from the
initial value
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INTEGRATION OF CONSTRAINT-BASED REASONING AND
OPTIMIZATION FOR TRADEOFF ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS
To enable rich
design space
exploration
across various
physical
domains and
scales,
as well as cyber
domains
and scales
47

IBM Decision Optimization Center
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Buildings as Cyber-Physical Systems
• Research focus: Platform-Based Design for Building-Integrated
Energy Systems.
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NET-zero Energy Building
NIST Net Zero Energy Residential Test Facility

Courtesy J. Kneifel (2012)
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CURRENT CAPABILITIES AND SOFTWARE
EnergyPlus
▪ Developed in 2001 by DOE and LBNL, currently v8.1
▪ Whole Building Energy Simulator – Weather, HVAC, Electrical, Thermal, Shading,
Renewables, Water, Green Roof
▪ Steady state simulation down to 1 minute time intervals
▪ Reporting on built-in, component or system level properties.
▪

Reports can vary in frequency: Annual, Monthly, Daily, Timestep

▪ Includes EML for HVAC controls (see MLE+)
EnergyPlus - Pros
▪ Highly detailed models for realistic as-builts

▪ Captures many of the complex physical
interactions that outside and within a building
▪ Active and wide community and support
EnergyPlus – Cons

▪ Models can have long development time and
steep learning curve

Courtesy EnergyPlus, J. Kneifel (2012)
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Problem Formulation
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Initial Cost Objective Function
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

Energy Use Objective Function
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Energy Use Objective Function
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Operational Cost Objective Function
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

User Comfort Objective Function

Home Performance Objective Function
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

Heat Transfer Equations
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Simulation
Next Iteration
Design Parameters:

x1 - Exterior Wall Insulation [R] = 30.00
x2 - Roof Insulation [R] = 50.00
x3 - Window U-Value [U] = 0.35
x4 - Window SHGC [SHGC] = 0.35

x5 - Infiltration [ACH] = 3.00
x6 - HRV/Ventilation [% Energy Recovered] = 0.00
x7 - Lighting [% Efficient Lighting] = 0.75
x8 - PV [Watt] = 0
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Simulation
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Simulation
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Simulation
Next Iteration
Design Parameters:

x1 - Exterior Wall Insulation [R] = 30.00
x2 - Roof Insulation [R] = 50.00
x3 - Window U-Value [U] = 0.25
x4 - Window SHGC [SHGC] = 0.25

x5 - Infiltration [ACH] = 3.00
x6 - HRV/Ventilation [% Energy Recovered] = 0.00
x7 - Lighting [% Efficient Lighting] = 0.75
x8 - PV [Watt] = 0
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Simulation

63

MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Simulation
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Integrating Siemens PLM Tools
for MBSE in Energy Efficiency
• Teamcenter, 4GD, NX CAD, PLM elements like Cost
• Smart-grids at various scales from a few
houses to neighborhoods to regions
• Retrofit design of existing houses for
improved energy efficiency
• Zero or positive energy houses by design
• Partitions and design elements (4GD)
• Manufacturing (read Construction) process
management
• Collaborative design and requirements
management (Teamcenter)
• Linking Teamcenter, NX CAD, 4GD, with
our MBSE framework suite; especially with
our advanced tradeoff and design space
exploration tools
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Smart Manufacturing

NIST

66

Smart Manufacturing

Rockwell
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AI/ML in Manufacturing

Manufacturing: AI can be a game changer
Greater efficiency, lower cost, improved quality, reduced downtime
Predictive maintenance, predictive quality, scrap reduction, increasing
yield/throughput, demand and inventory forecasting
Copyright © John S. Baras 2019
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META – iFAB – AVM:
Component Models

Source: Ricardo PLC
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META – iFAB – AVM:
Manufacturing Process Models
Semantics Across Domains
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META – iFAB – AVM:
Design Decomposition

71

Need to Improve
Systems Engineering
Methods and Tools Dramatically

Source: Paul Eremenko, DARPA/TTO
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Integrating in Hubs
Siemens PLM Tools: Automotive

SIEMENS
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Wireless Sensor Networks Everywhere

74

SCADA Systems

Courtesy: Emerson
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MBSE for Wireless Sensor
Networks: Contributions
• Developed a model-based system design framework
for WSNs
– Integrate both event-triggered and continuous-time
dynamics
– Provide a hierarchy of system model libraries

• Developed a system design flow within our modelbased framework
– Based on an industry standard tool
– Simulation codes (Simulink and C++) are generated
automatically
– Support trade-off analysis and optimization
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MBSE for Wireless
Sensor Networks
• Model libraries
– Application Model Library
– Service Model Library
– Network Model Library
– Physical System Model Library
– Environment Model Library

• Development Principles
– Event-triggered: Statecharts in SysML
– Continuous-time: Simulink or Modelica
77

System Framework
Distributed Computing

Communication and
Sensor Database

Physical World
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MBSE for Sensor Networks
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Overview

• A Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) framework for the Design,
Analysis as well as Verification and Validation (V&V) of heterogeneous
Wireless Sensor Networks.
• Iterative, requirements-driven design philosophy that allows for reusability of design elements and overall design risk minimization.
• SysML-based modeling to create a model library:
• Structural diagrams used to model WSN components.
• Behavioral diagrams used to model operational modes, algorithms, etc.
• Parametric diagrams used to model objective functions and constraints.

• Multi-objective Design Optimization

(a)

(c)
(b)

Radar

Acoustic Sensor

Visual/IR Sensor

(a) Representative figure (b) Sensor Modality Footprint (c) Probabilistic Coverage Model

• Probabilistic coverage and k-connectivity constraints for the WSN.
• Iterative Trade-off Analysis and Design Space Exploration.

• Hybrid Co-simulation for V&V
• Component-level verification of requirements using performance
models.
• Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) based integration of domain specific
software such as MATLAB/Modelica using the Cameo.
• Co-simulation performed in a Leader-Follower configuration with SysML
controlling the overall simulation by calling MATLAB.
SysML Model Library for the WSN
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Model-Based Systems Engineering Framework

1. Sensor Models

2. Target Trajectory Models

3. Multi-Target Tracking Scenario

(a)

(b)

Element-level Radar Behavior Specification Verification.
(a) Mechanical Scan Mode (b) Electronic Scan Mode

2. Target Trajectory Behavior Verification

3. WSN Localization and Tracking Performance
Verification
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Automated Design Optimization and
Trade-off Analysis
• System requirements form the basis for the constraints which
are used to generate and solve feasibility problems.
• Model libraries are generated using object classes of
components. Specific instantiations of these objects are
considered for trade-off analysis.
• Using Parametric diagrams, each instance of the object is
verified to satisfy the element-level requirements allocated to
it.
• The instances that fail to satisfy these requirements are
automatically discarded.
• Requirements Allocation Matrix and Requirements Traceability
Matrix used to manage requirements.
• Domain specific tools such as CPLEX/Gurobi used to solve a
component selection optimization problem to find feasible
design configurations that meet the overall coverage and
connectivity requirements.
• The hybrid simulation is then used to validate system-level
performance.

(a) Instance Table for the Radar Block. The automated DTO module passes these
parameters to MATLAB as separate instances and stores the returned variables for
analysis.
(b) A typical Requirements Allocation Matrix where the elements listed as columns will
need to satisfy the specific requirement indicated in the row. A verification flag is
constantly updated in the hybrid co-simulation that tracks individual requirements.
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Hybrid Co-Simulation for Automated
Verification and Validation
Target Localization:
• Two types of target detection models used: Received Signal Strength (RSS) based,
and Direction of Arrival (DoA) based.
• Target localization achieved by fusing the heterogenous sensor detection data from
the active sensors using triangulation.
• Sensor updates provided to the sensor fusion and processing node in an
asynchronous fashion based on each sensor’s fixed update frequency.

Target Tracking:
• Formulated as a filtering problem with intermittent localization updates.
• Random target trajectories generated to perform the automated V&V of the design
configuration.

SysML leader simulation GUI with dynamically updated variables

• A wide-ranging class of predictor-corrector algorithms such as the Kalman filter
used to generate a trace for the moving target in the operational area.

• A co-simulation V&V Boolean variable is used to certify the performance of the
design candidate over multiple Monte-Carlo runs.
Potential Extensions:
• Intelligent Sensor Fusion- Learning-based approach to fuse various sensor data at
the track-level.
• Contract-Based Design- Correct-by-Construction design using Assume-Guarantee
specifications for requirements based on formal methods.
Typical Multi-Sensor Tracking Scenario
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Components for Routing
Protocols
•

Neighborhood Discovery Component (NDC)
– Status of nodes that are close to me (2-hop neighborhood)

•

Selector of Topology Information to Disseminate
Component (STIDC)
– What information should be broadcasted in the network

•

Topology Information Dissemination Component (TDC)
– How the information is shared

•

Route Selection Component
– Path selection Criteria
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3 Platoon Mobility Scenario
Long connection from 20 to 0 (platoon
heads)

Type

Saturation
CL

OLSR-ETX

SPTC-ETX

~ 2 Mbps

~ 2 Mbps

TC message 923 kbps
rate

890 kbps

Connection

Offered-load

Intra(1,3),(2,9),(4,6),(7,5),(20, 12 kpbs
platoon 29),
(14,17),(16,11),(17,18),(1
9,12),
(21,22),(23,27),(23,28)
Inter(1,18)
platoon (20,11),(20,0)
(10,1),(21,10)

2.4 kbps
6 kbps
12 kbps
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Satellite Constellations
• More than 50% of the world’s population without Internet
access; 3.7B people off line; Half of earth’s population occupies
less than 1% of the land
• Mobile wireless is the largest technology platform in history
• Can bring broadband Internet to more people and more places
• More devices and things are getting connected: cars, meters,
sensors, health care, …
• Need connectivity fabric for everything and everyone
• OneWeb (Qualcomm, Virgin Galactic (Branson), Airbus,
Arianespace): one constellation (700 satellites at 1,200km), great
coverage, Internet access to unserved and underserved areas
• Integrates with terrestrial networks to extend 3G, 4G LTE and
Wi-Fi services
• Creates huge opportunities for economic growth world-wide
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5G Vision
End-to-end ecosystem to enable a fully mobile and connected society
Value creation towards customers and partners, with existing and
emerging use cases
Delivered with consistent experience
Enabled by sustainable business models
5G Use Cases
5G Business
Models
5G Value Creation

SRC: A Survey of 5G
Network: Architecture
and Emerging
Technologies, IEEE
Access, 2015

Network of networks,’’ i.e., a heterogeneous system comprising a variety of air
interfaces, protocols, frequency bands, access node classes, and network types
88

Virtualizing the Network –
Network as a Service (NaaS)?

Ericsson
89

Smart Cities: Projected
Benefits

Source: McKinsey 2018

Copyright © 2020 John S. Baras
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Smart City as a System:
Key Components

Copyright © 2020 John S. Baras
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5G Network Slicing

5G network slices implemented on the same infrastructure
SRC: NGMN
Copyright © 2020 John S. Baras
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MBSE Applied to Robotics
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MBSE for Robotics
• Earlier MBSE applications to robotics focused on software design phase
of the development life cycle, predominantly solving repetitive
industrial manipulation and product handling tasks.
• Traceability, verification, and validation of task requirements and
system specification not discussed.
• Descriptive models not translated into executable models.
• Integration of MBSE models with continuous dynamics simulation tools
such as Modelica, Simulink, Simscape for verification and validation
purposes.
• In addition to descriptive modeling and simulations, design space
exploration incorporated in the MBSE framework.
• Limited to unconstrained and simple multi-criteria optimization.
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MBSE for Robotic Arms and Grippers
• Transcend areas of application: from
space to micro robotics
• Include material selection in design
• Include energy sources, resilience,
reliability, cost
• Include validation-verification and
testing
• Use integrated SysML and Modelica
environment
• Link it to tradeoff tools CPLEX and ILOG
Solver
• Demonstrate reuse, traceability,
change impact and management
95

Application to Microrobotics
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Microrobot
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Kinematics

R2

ex2

R3

B2

• Coordinate transformations

l ex3

ex5

R5

B1

• Direct Kinematics

B3

R1

B5

ex4

B4 P

R4

ex1

fu

ex0

R0

Mechanical model of one single leg.
One can express the motion of point P
in terms of generalized coordinates
and its derivatives using a coordinates
transformation.
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Modelica Model
• Leg Model

Structure of the leg model in Modelica
block diagram. The joints rev, rev1, rev2
and rev3 are the joints with flexible
material.

• Overall Model

Simplified structure of the robot using the leg
submodel. Highlighted submodel is an electrical
motor model, includes a Pulse Width Modulation
controller, which is the Cyber part of the robot.
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Limit Cycle Analysis
and Adding PWM
• New geometry alters the
problem dramatically.
– Although the new joint
dimension should improve
stability, it is hard to verify.
– However,
if old
parameter
Note
decreases
in is
used, the
robot
limit
cyclewill
sizenot
in be
able to move
at alldirection
due to the
derivative
high tension between its
joints, unless motor output is
increased dramatically. So no
comparison is given here.
Note changes
– By checking
the limitincycle, we
find thereset
PWM
might
still be
points
of limit
helpfulcycles
to regulate the
jumping behavior.

Before
adding
PWM

After
adding
PWM
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Animation of First Model
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Second Model
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Grasping Robotic System
Structural Diagram
UR10 Robot Arm
Shadow Hand Robot
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Robotic System Behavior
Diagram
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Robotic System Metrics

ID

MOE

1

Maximum Acceptable Payload

2

Total Cost Estimate

3

Task Execution Time

The total amount of time taken to execute the task
successfully.

≤ 60.0 s

4

Total Planning Time

The total amount of time the system spends planning
the task.

≤ 6.0 s

Task Success Score

The probability of the system completing the task
successfully; successful grasp, lift, hold, and place
subtasks.

5

Definition

Threshold

Criteria

The maximum load the system can lift and hold
without object damage and slippage.

≥ 0.5 Kg

Maximize

Estimated total cost of the system.

≤ $80,000

Minimize

≥ 0.85

Minimize

Minimize

Maximize
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Robotic System Trade-off Analysis
Design ID 34 recommends a system with
• Robot manipulator operating at a maximum velocity of 1.0 m/s.
• Two-finger gripper made up of high friction material and of
mass 1.1 Kg
• 2 linear actuators (one for each finger) operating at a maximum
velocity of 0.04 m/s and maximum finger joint force of 10N.
• STRIDE planning algorithm with maximum planning
calculation time of 4.0 s.
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Cameo Systems Modeler to CoppeliaSim
Slippage Demonstration on
Shadow Hand Robot

Cup Grasped

Cup Final Velocity

Total Force Applied

Cup Orientation
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Digital Twin:
Cameo Systems Modeler to CoppeliaSim
Grasping with 2 finger gripper

Grasping with 3 finger gripper

108

Additive Manufacturing of
Robots

109

Manufacturing Robots and Robotic arms “locally”!

Copyright © John S. Baras 2019
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Multiple Coevolving Multigraphs
• Multiple Interacting Graphs
– Nodes: agents, individuals, groups,
organizations
– Directed graphs
– Links: ties, relationships
– Weights on links : value (strength,
significance) of tie
– Weights on nodes : importance of
node (agent)

• Value directed graphs with
weighted nodes
• Real-life problems: Dynamic,
time varying graphs,
relations, weights, policies

Agents network
j : wSj

wijS i : wiS
Information
network
k : wkI

wklI

l : wlI

Communication
network
m : wmC

C
wmn
n : wnC

Networked System
architecture & operation
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Small World Graphs

Simple Lattice
C(n,k)

Small world: Slight
variation adding nk F

Adding a small portion of well-chosen links →
significant increase in convergence rate
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Expander Graphs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First defined by Bassalygo and Pinsker -- 1973
Fast synchronization of a network of oscillators
Network where any node is “nearby” any other
Fast ‘diffusion’ of information in a network
Fast convergence of consensus
Decide connectivity with smallest memory
Random walks converge rapidly
Easy to construct, even in a distributed way (ZigZag graph product)

• Graph G, Cheeger constant h(G)
– All partitions of G to S and Sc ,
h(G)=min (#edges connecting S and Sc ) / (#nodes in smallest of S and Sc )

• (k , N, ) expander : h(G) >  ; sparse but locally well
connected (1-SLEM(G) increases as h(G)2)
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Expander Graphs –
Ramanujan Graphs
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Construction of Networks by
Computational Optimization
Examples of resulting topologies
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Vehicle Platooning Problem

Control objective: maintain reference inter-vehicle spacing under the
constraint that individual control depends only on information available to that
individual. The lead vehicle alone is provided the desired trajectory information
xd(t)

‘Local’ information patterns i.e.
based only on sensed information
from predecessor and follower
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Vehicle Platooning Problem (cont.)
This problem has been studied extensively with this
information pattern and the following limitations are known
to occur for any ‘local’ information pattern.
• The least damped eigenvalue of the closed loop matrix
scales as O(1/N2).
• String instability is inevitable- disturbances acting on an
individual grow without bounds in the size of the
platoon.
• It is not possible to achieve coherence or resemblance
to a rigid lattice as the formation moves.

With
technological
advances, intervehicle
communications
are possible:
More general
information
patterns feasible.

Bottom line:
Nearest neighbor type information patterns lead to
inadequate control performance.
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Choosing the Right Information
Pattern
Information pattern

Communication load
~ |Edges|

Stability margin

Nearest neighbor type

O(N)

O(1/N2)

Complete graph

O(N2)

At most O(1/N)

➢ Is there something in between? Does there exist a “family” of graphs such that one can get
improved control performance while limiting the communication load?

➢ Our result (Menon-Baras 2012):

Expander families

O(N)

At most O(1/N)
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Maximizing Power Production of
a Wind Farm[1]

Horns Rev 1. Photographer Christian Steiness

Schematic representation of a wind farm
depicting individual turbine wake regions.

• No good models for aerodynamic interaction between different turbines.
• Need on-line decentralized optimization algorithms to maximize total power
production.

[1]. Marden et. al., “A model free approach to wind farm control using game theoretic methods", 2012, under review.
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Formation Control of
Robotic Swarms
• Deploy a robotic swarm in unknown environment:
obstacles, targets etc. have to be discovered.[3]
• The swarm must form a prescribed geometric
formation.

Simulation results demonstrating
rendezvous and gathering along a line[2]

• Robots have limited sensing and communication
capabilities.

[2] Xi, Tan and Baras, “Decentralized coordination of autonomous swarms using parallel Gibbs sampling", Automatica, 2010.
[3]. Baras et. al., “Decentralized Control of Autonomous Vehicles", Proc. of 42nd IEEE CDC, 2003.
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Mobile Visual Sensor Network
Deployment
• We wish to monitor events in different sites of
varying interest levels.
• All robots monitoring a small set of high
interest sites is undesirable w.r.t. coverage.
• Cost associated with information processing.
• How to deploy so “effective coverage" is
ensured at “reasonable cost".
Darker the shade of blue, more the
interest in the site. Sectors represent sensor
position and camera viewing angle.[4]

(here q(s)= interest in observing s, n(s) = number of agents observing s, NB(s,c) = subset of S observable from s when camera viewing
angle= c, and fi(c) = processing cost when the camera viewing angle is c.)
[4]. Zhu and Martinez, “Distributed coverage games for mobile visual sensor networks", to appear in SIAM J. Control and Optimization.
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System Designer’s Perspective
Like agents, system designer does not know exact functional form of the payoffs.
→ The system designer may have “coarse information" about which agents' action
can affect which others.
Interaction graph models such coarse information: It’s a directed graph where
a link from i to j implies actions of agent i affect the payoff of agent j.
Communication graph models explicit inter agent communications: It’s a directed
graph where a link from i to j implies agent i can send information to agent j.

The wind farm example is
considered in the figure:
• blue lines are edges in the
interaction graph and,
• the red lines in the
communication graph.
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Distributed Simple Algorithm

Differences from the
algorithm in [5] :
• No explicit interagent communication
is used in [5].
• Some assumptions
on utilities are made
in [5] to prove
feasibility.
• is held constant for
some in [5].

Exploration vs. exploitation?

[5]. Marden, Young and Pao, “Achieving
Pareto optimality through distributed learning",
2011, Under review.
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Social Networks over the Web
• We are much more “social” than ever before
– Online social networks (SNS) permeate our lives
– Such new Life style gives birth to new markets

• Monetize the value of social network
– Advertising - major source of income for SNS
– Joining fee, donation etc.
– …

• Need to know the common features
of social networks
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Social Networks -- Challenges
• We are much more “social” than ever before
– Online social networks (SNS) permeate our lives
– Such new Life style gives birth to new markets

• Monetize the value of social network
• Major characteristics of social networks

Small-world effect

– The small-world effect (6 degree of separation)
– Scale-free degree distribution (power-law)
– Community structure (clustering)

• Statistical models
– Random Graph (Poisson, exponential)
– Small-World
– Preferential Attachment

Scale-free distribution

• SNS applications (e.g. advertising) should
consider these properties
Community structure
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Component-based Networks and
Composable Security
Universally Composable
Security of Network Protocols:
Executable
Models

Formal
Models

Performance
Models

Studying compositionality is
necessary!

• Network with many agents running
autonomously.
• Agents execute in mostly asynchronous
manner, concurrenty several protocols
many times. Protocols may or may have
not been jointly designed, may or not be
all secure or secure to same degree.

Key question addressed :
• Under what conditions can the
composition of these protocols
be provably secure?
• Investigate time and
resource requirements
for achieving this
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Universally Composable Security
(UCS)
Results todate (Canetti, Lindell, …) :
• When there is a clear majority of well behaving nodes (i.e.2/3) almost any
functionality is secure under UCS
• When there is no clear majority then UCS is impossible to achieve unless
there are pre-conditions – typically some short of trust mechanism
• Introducing special structure in the network (e.g. overlay structure, small
subset of absolutely trusted nodes) helps substantially in establishing UCS,
even without preconditions

• Many applications: military networks, health care networks,
sensor networks, SCADA and energy cyber networks
• The challenge and the hope: Use “tamper proof hardware”
(physical layer schemes, TPM etc. ) even on a small
subset of nodes to provably (validation) establish UCS – role of
fingerprints and physical layer techniques.
• Establish it and demonstrate it?
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Cars are Heavily Computerized:
Electronics in Cars and Vulnerabilities
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Hardware-Software integrated Security:
Key Ideas and Challenges

• Exploit characteristics (a.k.a. FINGERPRINTS) of physical layer
– Waveform, RF and hardware peculiarities
– Embed artificial and stealthy ‘fingerprints’

• Distribute assurance/trust function across software and hardware (increases
difficulty to attacker significantly)
• Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFS)
• Trusted Platform Modules (TPM) and derivative technologies
• Secure Biometrics and Sensor Fingerprints

• Key Idea: Security Integration on the Portable Device
• Challenges:
(a) How to use informative time varying pieces of the biometric?
(b) Develop anti-spoofing techniques using the sensor signature?
(c) System integration and validation of the various fingerprints
and physical layer techniques
(d) Proof methods that security is improved – Information theoretic methods

• Transformational concept: Authenticate the device to the network and
then the user to the device  reduces attack risk (fewer times via the net)
• “Push” security defense to the boundary
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New Ideas: Hardware-Based Security
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Latest: Adaptive Component-Based
MANET Security
• Components of MANET Routing Protocols
• Neighborhood Discovery Component (NDC)
– Status of nodes that are close to me (2-hop neighborhood)
•
Selector of Topology Information to Disseminate Component
(STIDC)
– What information should be broadcasted in the network
•
Topology Information Dissemination Component (TDC)
– How the information is shared
•
Route Selection Component
– Path selection Criteria

• Cross-layer – MAC and Routing
• Detect attacks – mitigation strategies – adaptively change protocol
component parameters and structure
• Distributed trust an integral part
• Treat it as a Feedback Control System!
• Part of the DARPA WND program
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Learning Tasks, Changing
Environments

◼

Teach through demonstrations
❑

◼

Easy training, hard to generalize to new constraints

Program planning techniques
❑

Generalize to constraints, manually design objectives
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Current Additions to our MBSE
Framework: Temporal Logic,
Robots, Human-Robot Teams
• Finite time logical constraints arise due to:
✓Task description
✓Decision making process
✓Inherent inter-system interactions
✓Other (a)causal dependencies

Constraints:
• Safety
• Human involvement
• Physical limitation
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MBSE and the need for
Contract Based Design
• The state-of-the-art Model Based Systems
Engineering (MBSE) framework allows multidomain model integration via SysML, trade-off
analysis and verification/validation tools in for the
development of complex systems.
• However, the current iteration of SysML does not
permit the formalization of requirements which can
then be tied together to model driven engineering
to enable Correct-by-Construction designs.
• On the other hand, compositional approaches such
as contract based design offer a comprehensive
framework for early requirement validation with
tight safety, reliability and performance guarantees
and for scalable, system-level design space
exploration under a set of heterogenous
constraints.

Copyright © John S. Baras 2020
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Contracts for Learning-Enabled
Systems
• Enhance system with mathematically rigorous learning
components, including ML and AI components
• Add assurance on these learning components
• A/G contracts encode the behavior of individual
components
• Designer can model the behavior of the learningenabled components working side-by-side with other
components
• Incorporate assurance states, risk states
• Strong connections with risk-based stochastic control
and prediction with the addition of temporal
constraints.
• Leads to efficient use of model-checking systems
Copyright © John S. Baras 2020
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SYSTEMS BIOLOGY –
THE ULTIMATE SYSTEMS CHALLENGE
SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
Integrative approach
in which scientists
study pathways and
networks
will touch all areas of
biology, including
drug discovery
Requires
• Quantitative models
of properties of
components and
their interactions
• Computational
methods to manage
complexity
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A Systems Biology Model
for Alzheimer’s Disease
•

•
•

•

•

Study the roles of cholesterol, LRP, ApoE and
inflammation in disease pathogenesis
Studied effect of simvastatin treatment on LRP and ApoE
levels, in addition to changes in Aβ
Developed a mathematical model that integrates energy
& lipid metabolism, the inflammatory response &
expression of key proteins
Model results were verified using results from
experiments
No previously developed model has used systems
biology nor multi-level networks to study AD
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Forefront of AD research:
Interplay between lipid metabolism & inflammation
apoE:

– Coordinates re-distribution of
cholesterol during growth, repair &
normal maintenanceBBB
Blood
IL-1
– : Expressed in:
– –Pro-inflammatory
cytokine
Astrocytes
Brain Endothelial
Cells inLRP-1
– –Expressed
by microglia
–response
Injured neurons
to:
– Three– different
Stress isoforms: ε2, ε3, ε4

Brain
apoE+Aβ

– ↑ Aβ
– ↑ Glutamate

Neuron

LRP-1

– Functions:

– ↑ neurotransmitter
rate
Cholesterol:– turnover
RAGE
↓ activation threshold for
– Two synthesis
HPA axispathways in brain:
• De
synthesis
– novo
Causes
hypoglycemia
• Uptake
of
brain
lipoproteins
– ↑ Acetylcholinesterase
– Essentialactivity
for several
functions: Aggregation
→ ↓ ACh
• Formation of myelin sheath
• Synapse formation

– Co-localizes w/ Aβ plaques
Aβ

Microglia

Cholesterol

Astrocyte

LRP-1:

– Transport of Aβ to blood
– TransferapoE+
of cholesterol to
cholesterol
neurons
& other CNS cells
via apoE carrier binding

ApoE
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Model-Based Systems Engineering
for ITU Management

Healthcare operations

Monitor performance,
generate ideas,
implement changes

Build models,
analyze operations,
predict changes
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Using System Architecture Model
as a MODEL Integration Framework
MATLAB,
Scheduler, COQ, Planning,
Fault Analysis, Cost Estimation
System
Architecture Model

Analysis Models
U(s )

G (s )

VMS, UPPALL,
IF, BIP, COQ
Verification Models



Geometry-Layout
AUTOCAD,
Architecture,

Req’ts Allocation &
Design Integration
Patient and
Resource Models
S

Patient,
Equipment,
Personnel
(Nurses-Doctors)

R

SET

CLR

Q
Q

Software Models

UML, UPPALL
ARTIST,
MAPLE,
Policies-Rules
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MBSE based HCMS for Diabetes II
and its functional connectivity
Lab

Home

Lab

Hospital

Hospital

Home
MBSE based HCMS for
Diabetes 2

Home

Home

Medical practice
doctors, nurses

MBSE based HCMS for
Diabetes 2

Hospital
MBSE based HCMS for
Diabetes 2

Medical practice doctors,
nurses

Lab

Lab
Medical practice doctors,
nurses

Home
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Reasoning Engine through
MBSE Framework
Health Quality Metric combines patient health risk
behavior and patient time history counting

J hc (i, mi ) = V1i  O1i (mi ) + V2i  Oi2 (mi ) + V3i  O3i ( mi )
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Reasoning Engine: Decision Making
& Analytics Capabilities
Can provide answers to many practical questions, queries,
problems, from health care management perspective

•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate patient risk behavior impact on health care quality
Evaluate “best” health care achievable
Can learn from new data, treatment results, improve models
Evaluate “value” of new proposed tests and interventions
Provide aggregate statistics for insurance policies calibration
Find best tests and interventions for patient type, disease
state
• Evaluate effects of incentives and rewards for health
“maintenance”
• Evaluate sequences of tests and treatments for reversing
disease
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Revolutionizing Drug Manufacturing:
Organ-on-a Chip -- Biochips
Wyss-Lung on a chip -- 2010

Wyss-Gut on a chip -- 2012
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REVOLUTIONIZING DRUG TESTING
• Rapidly approaching untenable situation in human health -Blockbuster drugs, which cure major diseases afflicting huge
populations, are being pulled from the shelves (e.g., Vioxx) for
unforeseen side-effects.
• They are being replaced by drugs that have smaller market
potential and more localized impact (subpopulations, e.g.,
FluMist).
• Current cost of developing a drug and getting it to market
exceeds $1B and process takes over ten years
• These competing forces cannot be resolved without truly
transformational changes in the way drugs are discovered,
developed, and approved.
• This need is exacerbated by the emergence of personalized
medicine – a natural outcome of high throughput sequencing
technologies.
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Personalized Medicine
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Systems as Sentences in a Language
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Explaining system models for design
• Training generative models for producing feasible designs requires
example models with functional types associated to its components.
• Not all components are based on standard libraries: hence the need
for learning their functional type
• Functional type leads to behavior explanations

• Key idea is to develop an approach to automatically learn component
types
• We use an unsupervised learning techniques based on solving a
sequence of regression problems
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Automatic type discovery
• We are given the system structure and our goal is the identify the functionality of each
atomic component
Subject to:

Extract components with unknown
functionality

Embed them in test beds to
generate training data

Resistive
element

Subject to:

Flow store

Subject to:

Effort
store

Classify
component based
on there accuracy
metric (e.g., MSE)

Solve regression problems for type
discovery under the same model
complexity
Can include source or sink
discovery that can be done with
correlation analysis
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Automatic type discovery (cont.)
• We are given the system structure and our goal is the identify the functionality of each
atomic component
Physics-based
model

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Inductor
Model parsing

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Capacitor
For each model
component

yes

Stop

Known
type

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor
Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Conductor

no
Create test beds to
generate training
data

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Variable Resistor

Training data
Solve a sequence of
regression problems testing
for each type (e.g., resistive,
energy store)
Label the component best
of the normalized fitness
metric

Fitness metric
corresponding
to each tested
type

Labeled component
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Automatic type discovery (cont.)
• Discovering component type from the electrical Modelica library:

Can create a automatic classification model: unsupervised learning for type classification (labeling)
followed by learning a type classifier
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Automatic type discovery (cont.)
• Discovering component type from the rotational mechanical Modelica library:

Can create a automatic classification model: unsupervised learning for type classification (labeling)
followed by learning a type classifier
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Explaining system models for design:
training data
model

graph

Model
parsing

Graph to
string

string

Modelica model
graph

{
"PAD": 0,
"[ground.con]": 1,
"[ground]": 2,
"[dissipator.con]": 3,
"[effortsource.con]": 4,
"(": 5,
"[effortsource]": 6,
"[flowstore.con]": 7,
"[dissipator]": 8,
"[flowstore]": 9,
"[effortstore]": 10,
")": 11,
"[effortstore.con]": 12

2 1 %1%2%3 7 6 7 3 8 3 12( 3 8 3
%2) 10 12 7 (3 8 3 %3) 9 7 %1

Domain
independent
mapping

string

Tokenization

Training
sample

[Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Ground][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.
Ground.p]%1%2%3[Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Sources.ConstantVoltage.n][
Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Sources.ConstantVoltage][Modelica.Electrical.An
alog.Sources.ConstantVoltage.p][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor.p
][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic
.Resistor.n][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Inductor.p]([Modelica.Electrica
l.Analog.Basic.Resistor.n][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor][Modelic
a.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor.p]%3)[Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Ind
uctor][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Inductor.n][Modelica.Electrical.Anal
og.Basic.Capacitor.p]([Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor.n][Modelica
.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor.p
]%2)[Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Capacitor][Modelica.Electrical.Analog.
Basic.Capacitor.n]%1

SMILE formalism

[Ground][Ground.p]%1%2%3[EffortSource.n][EffortSource][EffortSource.p][Dissipator.p][Diss
ipator][Dissipator.n][EffortStore.p]([Dissipator.n][Dissipator][Dissipator.p]%2)[EffortStore][Eff
ortStore.n][FlowStore.p]([Dissipator.n][Dissipator][Dissipator.p]%3)[FlowStore][FlowStore.n]
%1

Agnostic types inspired by the port-Hamiltonian
formalism

}
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Explaining system models for design: training
and predicting
• The representation in terms of
domain independent types
enables the use of models from
multiple physical domains
• We used a customized sequenceto-sequence NLP model to train a
generative model

• In the generation process, we
embedded additional semantics to
ensure feasibility

Training model

Prediction
model

• if a connector appears then a
component to which the connector
belongs to, must exists
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Summary: System Models
auto-completion
• Auto-completion of partial system designs using a
generative model trained from a collection of past
designs.

Collection
of models

Modified simplified
molecular-input lineentry
system (SMILES)
language

Training
data set

Each component type is a word
Paths are sentences

• System models as strings (“sentences”), where
components correspond to “words”
• What system designs are feasible is determined by the
“logic(s)” of the engineering domains of the
components (similar to grammars and syntax in NLP)
• Leverages natural language processing-based
prediction approaches to suggest components and
connections that complete a circuit.
• Custom representation for reasoning about and
synthesizing cyclical circuits.

NLP inspired generative models

Impact:
• Scalable design space exploration
• PARC is currently investing in further developing this technology

Design alternatives.
Each node is a component type.
Each edge is a connection
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Design Space Exploration:
Queries and Complexity
• Large, complex systems have many tunable parameters
• To perform tradeoff analysis at system level, a simplified view
of the underlying components must be available
• Challenge: create an abstract, tractable representation of
underlying components.
• Hypothesis: Although components are not perfectly decoupled,
structure provides useful information for parametric
decomposition
• The query itself influences the shape of the resulting graph
• A query that is not local can create links between non-local
variables
• The resulting graph and analysis complexity is dependent on
the query
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Query Induced Hierarchies
x1
fA

x4

x3
fD

x1 as head
fC

x2

f E x5

fB

x2 as head

x2
fB

x1

fC

fA

x4

fD

x3

x1

fE

x5

x2

fA

x4

fC

x4 f D

fE

x5

fB

x5

x4 as head

fD

x3

x1

fC

x2 f E x5

fA

x3

x3 as head

fB

x5 as head

fD

x3

x1

fC

x2 f E x4

fA

fB
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Abstraction as
Summation/ Aggregation
x1

fA
x4

x3
fD

x1

fC

x2

f E x5

fA

x3

fC

x2

fB
g3

fB

Abstraction

• Summing out variables creates abstract,
higher level views of the data.
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Factor Join Trees in Systems Design
Space Exploration and Decomposition
• Results/Contributions:
• Starting from an undirected graph representation of the system developed
a “divide and conquer” methodology and tool to choose subsets of nodes
that completely separate the graph
• Separation produces interfaces -- leads to system decomposition in trees;
“width” of a decomposition the size of the largest system component
while “treewidth” is the minimum possible width over all tree
decompositions
• Decomposition complexity is exponential in treewidth and linear in
problem size
• By using novel organization of tradeoff queries for design space
exploration, the method leads to chordal systems – decomposition
performed in linear time
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Tradeoff Queries
• The query itself influences the shape of the
resulting graph
• A query that is not local can create links
between non-local variables
• The resulting graph and analysis complexity is
dependent on the query
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Example: Quadrotor
SysML Parametric Diagram ➔ Functional Dependence
Graph
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Example: Quadrotor
SysML Parametric Diagram ➔ Functional Dependence
Graph ➔ Join Tree

Battery
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Example: Quadrotor
SysML Parametric Diagram ➔ Functional Dependence
Graph ➔ Join Tree ➔ Factor Join Tree
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Example: Quadrotor
SysML Parametric Diagram ➔ Functional Dependence
Graph ➔ Join Tree ➔ Factor Join Tree ➔ Summary
Propagation
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GUI
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How to Use It?
• Input constraints of SysML Parametric Diagrams
• Interact with our tool to generate a factor join
tree
• Roll back if necessary
• Create SysML Block Diagrams
• Revise the original SysML Parametric Diagrams
• Analyze the system using summary propagation
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Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence:
New Foundations

Copyright © John S. Baras 2020
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Advancing the Foundations of
AI and ML for Autonomy
• Rigorous Mathematics for Deep Networks – Universal
Architecture emerging
• Non von-Neumann computing – do not separate CPU from
Memory – Synaptic NN, in-memory processing -- HTM
• Universal ML -- Integrate Deep NN and Synaptic NN
• Knowledge Representation and Reasoning: Integrate Knowledge
Graphs and Semantic Vector Spaces
• Progressive Learning, Knowledge Compacting
• Link Machine Learning with Knowledge Representation and
Reasoning
• Inspirations from neuroscience: attention, memory, time scales
Copyright © John S. Baras 2020
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Brain-Like Computers
Race to design and manufacture “brain-like” computers is on
NEUROMOPRPHIC?

IBM

Feb 2018 INTEL establishes
INTEL Neuromorphic
Research Community (INRC)
-- academic-industrygovernment group/consortium

INTEL LOIHI

1000x more energy efficient
Spike based info processing
Storing info on synapses
130K neurons, 130M synapses

We Pursue:
Hyperdimensional Computing
Symbolic Vector Architectures
Hierarchical Temporal
Memory
Reservoir Computers
Copyright © John S. Baras 2020
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Brain-Like Learning

Copyright © John S. Baras 2019
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Hierarchical Temporal Memory
The Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) framework is
modeled after the neocortex of the human brain
– Applied to anomaly detection and mitigation in the cloud (e.g. Grok)
– Applied to Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Inspiration comes from understanding how key features of the
brain support memory and learning
Neocortex is very homogeneous: each part carries the same
type of operation even though different parts of the neocortex
process different types of information (vision, language, etc.)
Thus if a common algorithm can be developed to replicate the
functioning of the neurons, it could generalize to other tasks in
an intelligent computer system in a way that current Machine
Learning (ML) cannot
Copyright © John S. Baras 2019
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Differences Between HTM and DNN

Copyright © John S. Baras 2019
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Our Research and Plans
Expand our MBSE for ML and AI components (hardware & software)
– DNN, RCNN, Reservoir Computers, HTM, neuromorphic, …
Implement architecture in hybrid (analog and digital) chips -- Cortex
on a chip
True departure from von-Neumann architectures that separate
memory and CPU hardware
Integrate Semantic Vector Space Models and Knowledge Graph
Models, for progressive knowledge compaction and hardware
Implement a cortex on a chip for sound processing and demonstrate
Investigate joint optimization of information and control – led to
discovery of new values of information (non Shannon)
Interactions between information and control, constrained event
algebras, “Independence Friendly Logic” (game theoretic semantics)
Investigation of effects of resource constraints, stress, etc. on human
decision making using these noncommutative probability models
Connections to human cognition, decision making, risk
Copyright © John S. Baras 2019
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Digital Manufacturing Design
Innovation Institute (DMDII)
• Announced February 25, 2014, 2014 by President Obama
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/02/25/
president-obama-announces-two-new-public-privatemanufacturing-innovatio
• Headquartered in Chicago,
Illinois
• Academic-IndustryGovernment “Mega Project”
$320M co-funding, 5 years
• Goal: Revitalize
manufacturing along the
lines described in this lecture
• “Infinite number of virtual factories and an open-source
173
manufacturing platform”

“Democratizing” Manufacturing
• Goal: Transforming more ordinary people to “makers” of
products and services
• Helping small and medium size companies to manufacture
products and services – bridge the “gap” from innovation,
prototyping, to manufacturing
• General Electric (GE) opens
manufacturing fab lab to spark
ideas and participation in
manufacturing through making
• Several companies have also
opened up similar “open” labs:
Ford etc.
• Several regional manufacturing centers (industry-universitygovernment) are being established in various regions of USA
• “Industrial Internet” (USA) and “Industrie 4.0” (GE-EU) arrive
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Crowdsourcing Manufacturing
• Google’s Project ARA: Smartphones are
composed of modules
(of the owner’s choice)
assembled into metal frames
• Ubundu Edge Project: crowdsourcing the most
radical smartphone yet “Why not look for the best
upcoming tech and throw it together to stay ahead
of the competition?”
• Crowdsourcing the development and manufacturing
of small unmanned aerial vehicles
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Need to Transform
Engineering Education
• Move from a reductionist scientific approach to an
integrative scientific approach
• The challenge is to synthesize engineering systems
so as to be able to generate predictable system
behavior and performance by integrating behaviors
and performance of system components
• Compositional synthesis, manufacturing and lifecycle management of complex engineered systems
• This compositional synthesis advances engineering to
the next frontier, way beyond ‘plug and play
synthesis’
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THE ISR SE PROGRAMS
MSSE

IN BRIEF

ENPM-SE

Both Supplemented by Technical Electives
form many Technical Areas

Copyright © John S. Baras 2014
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A Bold
Experiment
Starting early in the
education chain

Undergraduates
working with
industry and
government
mentors on SE
projects
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Comparative Impact on
Transforming Life-Work-Society
• Typography
• Microelectronic chips

• The PC
• The Internet
• Integrated MBSE and DBSE
179

Concluding Remarks -- Challenges
• Further work on meta-models needed
• Create libraries with patterns of component models annotated by properties
and metrics
• Develop a lot more uncertainty models and their composability;
deterministic and stochastic
• Integrate multi-criteria optimization, constraint based reasoning, and logic
• Link the above to the integrated modeling hubs that allows return “values”
• Link to query management for design space exploration allowing many views
• Develop requirement representations for automatic verification: constraints,
metrics, rules, semirings, soft semirings, automata, timed automata, Petri
nets, process models, contracts, model-checking, automatic theorem
proving, include uncertainties
• Develop automatic suggestions for feasibility or improvements
• Integrate all the above, especially composability and compositionality
• Provide users with ability to select “slices of tools” and integrate them
• Address the “front end” to make it affordable and easy to use
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Thank you!
baras@umd.edu
301-405-6606
https://johnbaras.com/

Questions?
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